
Feasible Fuzzy Semantis�Burghard Rieger��AbstratLinguisti semantiists who think their disipline an empirial siene, will not mainlybe onerned with either language theory, formal logis or mathematis, but with thestudy of meaning as it is onstituted in spoken or written texts used in the proessof ommuniation. Rather than foussing on the �tion of an 'ideal' speaker or theformal rules of an abstrat and mere theoretial language usage, their linguisti pointof view implies that they are muh more interested in the analysis and desription ofnatural language regularities that real speakers/hearers follow and/or establish whenthey interat verbally by means of texts in order to ommuniate.For any desription of natural language meaning, however, we are in need of aformally adequate representation to depit semanti phenomena, and for any anlysisof natural language meaning we need methods and proedures whih are empiriallyadequate. Both, the postulates of formal and empirial adequay will have to be met bya theory of ommuniative semantis that { other than word { or sentene-semantis {is omprehensive and satisfatory. Suh a theory does not exist. But it seems that theonept of 'fuzzy' sets may prove to serve as a formally and numerially exible linkto onnet the two main, seemingly divergent lines of researh in modern semantis sofar: namely; the more it theoretially oriented algebrai models of what logiians feel an'ideal' speaker should, or would, do when he produes meaningful sentenes and the moreempirially oriented methods and quantitative proedures of experimental semantiistswho try to �nd out what real speakers atually do when for ommuniative purposesthey produe texts and/or try to understand them. As 'fuzzy' theory introdued byZadeh (1965) has in the meantime been developed to an inreasingly suessful formalapproah of even wider sope than semantis, it seems �t to bridge the gap between anabstrat model of, and its appliation to, vagueness of natural language meaning.It is assumed that the strutural meaning of lexial item (word, lexeme, stem, et.){ as distint from its referential meaning { may be omputed from sets of natural lan-guage texts aording to the use the speakers/hearers make of an item when produingutteranes in order to interat verbally. When spoken or written by real ommuniatorsin suÆiently similar pragmatial situations of atually performed or at least inten-ded ommuniation alled frames, these natural language utteranes, sentenes, strings,texts, et. will be onsidered 'pragmatially homogeneous'. The hypothesis now is thatin a suÆiently large sample of pragmatially homogeneous texts, alled orpus, only arestrited voabulary, i.e. a limited number of lexial items will be used by the ommuni-ators however omprehensive their performative voabularies in general might be. The�in: Heggstad, K. (ed.): COLING 78 { Reprints 7th International Conferene on ComputationalLinguistis, Bergen (ICCL) 1978, pp. 41-43��Institut f�ur mathematish-empirishe Systemforshung (MESY); Heerlener Stra�e 30, D-5100 Aa-hen (West Germany) 1



lexial items employed in those texts will be distributed over the orpus aording totheir ommuniative properties, onstituting ertain regularities whih may be detetedempirially by means of a modi�ed orrelation-measure, allowing to ompute the rela-tional interdependeny of any two lexial items from their textual frequenies (SparkJones/Kay 1973). Those items whih frequently our (or do not our) t o g e t h e r ina number of texts will positively be orrelated and hene alled 'aÆned', those of whihonly one (but not the other ) frequently ours in a number of texts will negatively beorrelated and hene alled 'repugnant'. For a limited number of lexial items in a or-pus restrited pragmatially be the frame of ommuniation, it has been shown elsewhere(Rieger 1976a; b; 1977a; b) that degrees of word-repugnany and word-aÆnity { indi-ated by numeri values ranging from -1 to +1 and asertained without reurring to aninvestigator's or his proband's knowledge of language (ompetene), but solely from thetextual regularities (performane) observed { may be used to depit usage regularitieswithin an ontinuum, alled orpus-spae, the elements of whih are alled orpus-points,eah representing a lexial items's usage regularity. Di�erenes in usage, resulting in dif-ferent positions oupied by the orpus-points onerned within the orpus-spae, maybe alulated by a distane-measure, the values of whih are real, non-negative numbers.These may be interpreted in two ways: (1) the distanes between any one orpus-pointand all the others are onsidered as oordinates whih will de�ne a so-alled meaning-point as an element of a new spae, alled semanti-spae; (2) the distanes between anyone orpus-point and all the others are interpreted as membership-grades whih allowthe di�erenes of a lexial item's usage regularities to be employed in order to representits meaning by a fuzzy subset of the voabulary. Both these interpretations onverge,however, on the notion of the meaning of meaning being a frame- or orpus-dependentfuntion whih maps a lexial item onto the voabulary by means of all the di�erenesof all the regularities observed aording to the usage the lexial item is made of by thespeakers/writers within the orpus of that partiular frame. The lexial struture thusonstituted and empirially deteted my formally be modelled as a system, i.e. a set of'fuzzy' sets eah of whih is a mapping of lexial item's meaning with the voabularyserving as its (omponentially extended) desriptor set.The theory of fuzzy sets now provides some basi de�nitions (equality, similarity,ontainment) and operations (omplementation, union, intersetion) whih in this modelof the semanti-spae are employed to speify some basi semanti relation like synony-my, partial synonymy, hyponymy et. sentene-independently; operations like negation,adjuntion and onjuntion, allow new lexial meanings (fuzzy sets) to be generated fromthe �nite set of those already determined empirially within the lexial struture.From omputation of a orpus of the 19th and 20th Century German students'poetry (omprising of some 3000 texts and a voabulary of 300 lemmatized types/96000tokens) some examples will be given to illustrate that fuzzy sets theory allows vaguelexial meanings of words to be represented in preise terms. The vagaries of atualword usage by individuals, soial groups, pragmati frames, or else, do not even needto be redued on a strit binary determinateness, but rather beome the empirial basisfor any strutural meaning's representation in a system whih depits the (semanti)regularities followed and/or established by real ommuniators and onsequently areomputable from (individually, soiologially, pragmatially, or else determined) sets of2
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